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Welcome by Linda ...

As Winter turns into Spring this weekend, what with the changing of the clocks and The Abbey
trees all beautiful and in blossom, I wonder if I have not died and gone to heaven. In June I will have
been here two years. What a blessing the gift of living here. Time to land, to muse, to notice how I
am. To notice that happiness for me is an absence at the moment – an absence of stress, anxiety,
depression, grief. Just noticing is revelation enough. And being here has been the key. I work
alongside a lovely team, developing, indeed living, what it is we seek to be and do here. This Winter
has had me archiving copies of all the programmes and newsletters produced by the residential
community across the last four decades as well as interviewing former residents and Council
members. Together we are slowly piecing together the story of The Abbey, from its construction in
1305, not only uncovering its early history but also marvelling at the leap of faith taken in 1980 by
founders, Fred Blum and Stephen Verney, who, along with many others, rescued this place from
dereliction and initiated 40 years of effort to restore it.
And thinking forward to the next 40 years and how to care for the fabric of this wonderful
building, we are very glad to have Oxley Conservation back involved as we make plans to repair the
roofs above our heads. This Winter has also seen us researching new ways to “keep the heat in” this
historic house. An unexpected pleasure has been our involvement with Oxford University’s Micro-Internship Programme which, this term, has brought earth scientist Alicia Kaplan and engineers
Oscar Brennan and Bo Zhang across the threshold. Briefed to audit the entire medieval building – its
draughty doors and windows, dusty lofts and unlagged pipes - their willingness, enthusiasm and
capabilities have resulted in great enjoyment, not to mention useful learning of life skills on their
part and a long list of recommendations and maintenance jobs for us!

Stop Press
The Abbey Sutton Courtenay seeks new Council Members. We’re looking for new people who may
already know and love The Abbey, to help support and guide the charity through this exciting phase
of restoration and development. If you are interested and would like to find out more, please contact
Chair of Abbey Council, Dr Tony Eaude for an informal chat in the first instance.
tony@edperspectives.org.uk

The Past Quarter
Taizé by Candlelight

Jackie, Marguerite and Anne held a beautiful space at The Abbey for the most successful Taizé event
yet. Nearly 60 people joined together in sacred song originating from Taizé, a monastic ecumenical
community in France, well known for its meditative music.
The evening started with a moment of silence, with participants holding hands to connect and tune
into the peace created by the festively decorated Great Hall. After the first session of learning songs,
refreshments of mulled wine and warm mince pies were had. With warm bellies everyone gathered
back to the now darkened hall lit by candles and the glow of the majestic log fire. The harmonic
songs were followed by silences, until the final silence led participants in a peaceful and meditative
state into the festive season.
Taizé has already been booked into the programme for 19th December 2019; mark your calendar
now for this!

Grace Notes Winter Solstice Workshop

Another successful and well attended event with nearly 50 people taking part, the evening
commenced with spiced cider, apple juice, mulled wine and mince pies.
Followed by a wonderful performance by Grace Notes Women’s Chorus, The Abbey’s choir who
gather to sing here every first and third Thursday of the month. Choir leader Emily then taught a
selection of Solstice Carols which were then taken outside to the roaring Solstice Fire and sang to the
flames bringing joy and light on the longest of night of the year.

New Moon Gong Bath

Gong Practitioner Alison Russell held another exceptional sound meditation in The Great Hall for
February’s New Moon. The hall was almost full for such an event, with about 16 people attending. The
deeply restorative healing gong meditation sent those who had attended home with a warm glow ready
for a deep sleep.

by Vicki

Music at the Abbey

The Abbey continues to host some of the finest classical concerts available anywhere. Our
winter season was particularly rich in music, with concerts by the Lassus String Quartet, Martin
Reimann, Adrian Brendel with Noam Greenberg and Mary Hofman with Richard Ormrod.
In April the Abbey will host legendary pianist Julian Jacobson, “One of the finest living British
pianists” according to Musical Opinion magazine; as well as the brilliant violinist Jonian Ilias
Kadesha, of whom Suddeutsche Zeitung, one of Germany’s leading newspapers, has said: “To regard
him simply as a huge talent is not enough ; there is an element of pure genius in this young man.”

Our next scheduled concerts

by Dylan

All concerts commence at 7.30pm. Attendance is by donation (£15 suggested) and all
proceeds support The Abbey. 8 - 25 years old attend free. Further concerts are being added
frequently to our schedule so keep informed by joining our Music at the Abbey mailing list.
Just send an email with “subscribe” in the subject line to: dylan@theabbey.uk.com

Sunday 7th April - Julian Jacobson - Solo Piano - Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Fauré,
Debussy, Schoenberg, Liszt, Wagner
Monday 29th April - Jonian Ilias Kadesha - Violin with Noam Greenberg -

Piano - Programme TBC

Sunday 16th June - Refugee Week Fundraiser - Chesaba - cello, kora,
n’goni, African percussion, double bass and voice

Thanks to the generosity of the exciting new musical group Chesaba, The Abbey will host a
concert in honour of Refugee Week, with all the proceeds supporting Host Abingdon, an
organisation supporting asylum seekers and refugees in the local community.
“Chesaba is an electrifying trio of African celebration! Basking in Africa’s sheer diversity, they
play music from the Ivory Coast to South Africa. They create sound from an eclectic blend of cello,
kora, n’goni, African percussion, double bass and voice, accompanied by the languages of Bambara,
Zulu, Sotho, Tswana and more. Embroidered around their music are improvisations influenced by
African, jazz and classical music. Chesaba has a vibrant and virtuosic rhythmic expression coupled
with powerful traditional melodies. Their music is made of a raw and colourful blend of African
cultures, from Griot music – a tradition spanning centuries of civilisation in West Africa, being
passed down through the generations, carrying with it an ancient culture of story-telling and
musical celebration – to the soulful South African township music that expresses its powerful
history. As award-winning artists, they have played in prestigious festivals and venues such as the
BBC Proms at The Royal Albert Hall, Womad Festival, The Bridgewater Hall and on BBC Radio 3.
The trio also has a passion for instilling diversity within its community through education and
workshops.”

Looking forward to the next Quarter

A lively quarter lies ahead on the “outreach” front with our taking part for the first time in the
Nation’s Big Dig at the end of April, a day when food growing gardens across the country will open
their doors to local communities to share the preparation of the land for the new season and to build
links with fellow gardeners.
In May we’ll be represented at the first Community Showcase being staged out on The Green to
acquaint newcomers to the village with the riches of Sutton Courtenay. We’ll take our place in the
proceedings alongside Shed Oxford who are based on The Abbey site.
During this year’s Oxfordshire Green Week in June we’ll open the house and gardens to show off our
efforts at energy conservation.
And a real treat on Fathers Day in June, as part of Refugee Week, will see Chesaba perform at a
special concert in support of the sterling work of Host Abingdon, a group of dedicated volunteers
working locally to help re-settled Syrian families adapt to life in the UK.
Details of all these events below.

Thursday April 18th to Sunday 21st April
Easter Rest & Renewal Retreat

The Abbey Easter Retreat runs from the afternoon of Maundy Thursday through to Easter Sunday
afternoon. This retreat offers a space to simply stop and think, encouraging the development of a
deeper connection to inner peace and guidance in contemplative silence. During your stay you can
connect with community around shared experiences such as silent meditation, meal-times, campfires and a few gentle activities such as egg painting, bread making and group walking. All activities
are optional, we encourage you to use your time as best suits your needs. A chance to reflect on the
themes of this sacred time, recharge your energies and share joy in this beautiful nurturing space.
Interfaith Sunday Service
Julie Kirby, One Spirit Interfaith Student Minister, will offer a gathering on Easter Sunday morning
allowing us to reflect upon and celebrate our connection; weaving joy and compassion in a shared
Universal Service.
Healing and Massage Therapies
Guests are welcome to book session with either or both of our local practitioners, for energy healing
or massage therapies. Therapies are charged separately, at a reduced rate for Abbey guests, and are
not included in the price of the retreat, please enquire when booking.
Spiritual direction and conversation is also available on request.
The Easter Retreat is £260 for Three Nights Full Board.
To book please email: admin@theabbey.uk.com or Call: 01235 847401

Saturday April 27th 2.30-5.30pm
The Big Dig

The Abbey invites you to join with the Nation’s Big Dig Day. Volunteer your time in return for Tea &
Cake. Spend a lovely afternoon connecting with community and helping prepare The Abbey soil for
planting. Admire our lovely new green housebuilt by the volunteers of Shed Oxford.
All Welcome Please RSVP. Email: admin@theabbey.uk.com Call: 01235 847401
To find out more: www.bigdig.org.uk

Thursday May 2nd 7.30pm to 9.30pm
A Garland of Song - Grace Notes Women’s Chorus and open
workshop

To celebrate Spring, Grace Notes Women’s Chorus will perform songs before a short break with
Refreshments, followed by an open singing workshop led by choir leader Emily Marshall.
The evening will conclude with a chance for everyone to join together in song around a Spring fire.
RSVP: vicki@theabbey.uk.com
Suggested Donation £5 per person

Saturday 18th May, 11am – 4pm
Community Showcase, Sutton Courtenay

At this event residential community members and volunteers will “showcase” to the village what The
Abbey has to offer including wonderful venue hire and hospitality, locally grown preserves, high
class concerts and regular yoga, heartfulness and circle dancing classes
It will also provide a taster of a brand new exhibition of The Story of The Abbey.

Monday June 10th 12pm - 6pm
Oxfordshire Green Week: Abbey House and Garden Tours

Over the last couple of years a new residential team at The Abbey has been working hard to Keep
the Heat In our wonderful historic building and guesthouse. We’ve been supported by Low Carbon
Hub and Trust for Oxfordshire’s Environment (TOE2) to institute a number of low and medium cost
measures to make our hard-to-treat buildings warmer and cosier. Join with us on 3 scheduled tours
running throughout the day to see what we’ve been up to. And what our next steps are! Home made
cream teas on sale throughout the day.

Sunday 16th June 7.30pm - 9pm
Chesaba Special fundraing Concert for Host Abingdon
Thursday June 20th 7.30pm to 9.30pm
Summer Solstice Singing Workshop

Celebrate the coming of Summer with an evening of song and harmony accessible for all ages and
abilities. Choir Leader Emily Marshall will teach some beautiful summer season songs.
After a break with refreshments, the evening will conclude with a promenade around the lovely
lawns, singing songs under the majestic mature trees in the Abbey grounds.
RSVP: vicki@theabbey.uk.com
Suggested Donation £5 per person

Ongoing Events
Introducing Heartfulness
Meditation
Every Wednesday starting at 7 and finishing around 7.45 pm there is a Heartfulness meditation
group taking place in the Abbey open to both beginners and existing meditators.
What is Heartfulness meditation? It is a modern form of Raja Yoga based on the heart. It is a very
simple yet profound path. We focus on the idea of the presence of the source of light, or divine presence within the heart. There are two very distinct and helpful features that support meditators who
try this out. One is called transmission which is a kind of subtle spiritual nourishment that may be
felt just as a kind of very soft current. It helps us to feel more connected and to sink into the experience of meditation. The other is the concept of cleaning or clearing. This technique works on dissolving old patterns and the daily residues of experience and life which can weigh on us.
If you were to join us, we would begin with a short, guided relaxation and with some directions to
help newcomers bring their awareness to their heart and the focus of the meditation. We do not aim
to concentrate intensely, or to get rid of thoughts, we simply rest our focus on the supposition that
there is a source of light within our heart drawing our attention towards it. Then we rest there and
observe how we feel during and especially afterwards so that we can see if there is any change.
The common reaction from those who try Heartfulness is that it feels pleasant and relaxing and is
easier than expected. People often also report feeling lighter and calmer. You are welcome to simply
join in with the weekly group at the Abbey. Heartfulness can also provide a daily practice and this
can be supported regularly by meditation sessions on a one to one basis either in person or remotely.
There is also an app called Heartsapp through which introductory master classes can also be taken
on line as well as further meditation sessions.
Heartfulness is intended to be available to everyone without any dogma. It can provide a direct experience and connection with the sacred source within our hearts. Everyone has their own journey
and path to follow, so for some, Heartfulness can offer more peace, calmness and balance to manage
the increasing challenges of our world. For others, there is an infinite journey of inner exploration.
Ultimately, the purpose is to help us feel more connected with our hearts’ wisdom, with love and
with creation.
Personally, I came across this path many years back in my twenties. Immediately, I felt that the very
soft and subtle experience of something meeting me was real. The many other fascinating and exotic
opportunities around at the time did not have this quality. So, somehow, I stuck with it and it has
deeply sustained and inspired me throughout my life for which I am most grateful.
Obviously then, it is always a great joy to share this practice with others.
Heartfulness is free of charges – and the organisation is run entirely by volunteers. We are a registered charity. A donation towards the Abbey is welcome however. At present, Heartfulness is practised worldwide in about 180 countries.
Rosalind Pearmain
www.heartfulness.uk.

House
It’s the time of year for fresh beginnings, cleaning and preparing. We have recently had a quiet house
as far as hosting goes and this gives time and space for decorating and sorting.
Clearing the attic has been very slow until Jess, a graduate student of Architectural History at
Oxford, came to stay on a micro internship for 5 days in December and made a big contribution to
fetching, sorting and identifying all sorts of items that were Fred Blum’s; manuscripts, photos, New
Era Centre documents....and stamps galore.
Many other items (presumably left by previous community members) have also been brought down
for sorting and things to be kept are (gradually) being organised in a little archive room. It’s rather
fun to discover all sorts of glimpses of Fred’s/The Abbey’s life over the past 40 years - to gather
material for a history of both The Abbey building and the Community.

by Jackie

Garden
The next area in the grounds that I’m looking to improve is the guest house car parking area.
In late December I planted 3 Wild Cherry & 3 Bird Cherry bare rooted saplings in the bed by the
newest wall. I’ve been pleased to see that they all appear to have survived the Winter, small buds are
now showing. It will be interesting to see whether the aspect favours them.
When the weather has warmed up a little I shall be planting shrubs to supplement the climbing
roses. In the rare bursts of sunshine we have been blessed with recently the blackthorn blossom
against the blue sky has been wonderful.

by Debbie

Shed Oxford Greenhouse Party
The Abbey’s greenhouse had been showing its age for some time but thanks to the skill and hard
work of SHED Oxford it has been fully restored.
On the 20th of March, the long-awaited work being finished, members of SHED Oxford officially
handed over the handsome structure to the community in a jovial ceremony. Everyone then
gathered in The Abbey for tea and cake. We would like to thank all of the members of SHED and
most especially John Butler who led the restoration project and ensured a stunning result.

Abbey staff and volunteers with Shed members and supporters
Building community in this way can be a slow and circuitous journey but one which our founders
held in high regard. And it’s only by working and creating together that we learn afresh just how to
do it! To find out more about Shed Oxford, visit:
www.shedoxford.co.uk or contact: info.shedoxford@gmail.com

Thank You...

To all our highly valued volunteers, from international wwoofers, and helpxers, to Shed Oxford, local
individuals and council members, whose hard work, positive attitudes, generosity and diversity,
contribute not only to the physical needs of The Abbey‘s building and business, but continue to
nourish and strengthen the spiritual development of all those who pass through this sacred space.

Call out for local volunteers...

Could you spare a few hours to help out at The Abbey ?
We are looking for people who could commit a few hours of voluntary work
each week and/or individuals we could call upon from time-to-time
to help out on specific occasions. The work would include anything from gardening to
cleaning, washing-up and general support around events and residential groups.
The Abbey is set in four acres of lawns and woodland, we have an orchard and a walled kitchen
garden, all of which need ongoing care and attention.
In return, we will provide a vegetarian lunch and plenty of tea and biscuits.
For volunteers able to make a regular/ongoing commitment, we can also offer free
entry to Abbey programme events and Rest & Renewal Retreats.
For more details, please phone Wendy: 01235 847 401
or email: admin@theabbey.uk.com
If you can’t volunteer with us perhaps you could boost our ratings by leaving us positive reviews:
Like us on FACEBOOK and leave us a review
Follow us on INSTAGRAM
Review us on GOOGLE

